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SPINNING FOR MAHSEER. 
By MAJOR E. F. W. MACKENZIE, O.B.E., M.C., 

Royal Army Medical Corps. 

THERE is, in India, a very large number of enthusiastic anglers and of 
all fish the one most eagerly sought is the mahseer. The "mighty 
mahseer" is in every sense of the word a game fish and to him must be 
given the honour of providing the major part of the sport enjoyed by 
fishermen in India. He has been handed down from the old books as an 
immensely powerful fish and one to be feared by any angler not furnished 
with the heaviest of rods and tackle. As a result it has become the practice 
with the great majority of those who seek sport among the fast flowing 
rivers of Northern India to employ, when in pursuit of this fish, a powerful 
and heavy 11 or 12 foot spinning rod, a line with a breaking strain in the 
neighbourhood of 40 pounds, and specially mounted spoons the treble 
hooks of which are guaranteed to resist the crushing power of the mahseer. 
Within recent years the tackle employed for salmon, and for the matter of 
that for trout also, has undergone a revolution and the old 18 foot salmon 
rods and 12 foot trout rods are now relics of the past. The adoption of the 
modern light rod has undoubtedly greatly increased the pleasure of angling, 
the skill required in the taking of fish and possibly also the number of fish 
taken, for, in comparing present-day baskets with those of two decades 
ago, the hard flogging to which the accessible waters in Britain are now 
subjected must be kept in mind. The introduction of the stationary drum 
reel and the thread line for game as distinct from coarse fishing, for which 
it has long been in use, and the greased line method. of salmon fishing so 
ably evolved by the late Mr. A. H. E. Wood have, moreover, enabled salmon 
and trout to be taken under conditions in which, before their employment, 
the wisest angler fared not forth. 

It will be seen that the methods of angling for salmon and trout have 
greatly improved of recent years. Can the same be said of methods 
commonly employed for mahseer fishing in India? 

In many of the smaller .streams and in slowly running open waters such 
. as canals these fish are commonly taken on fly or on various baits. Under 
these circumstances it is necessary and usual to use fine gut and for this 
reason light rods and tackle have become the rule rather than the exception. 
While such methods are most suitable for certain localities the majority of 
. fish are taken on spinning baits in what may, perhaps without offence, be 
termed the more sporting waters of the large and fast flowing rivers. On 

. such waters it is unusual to encounter an angler equipped with tackle' 
differing ·in any essential particular from that used by the pioneers of a 
generation ago. 

What is the reason for this adherence to old methods peculiar to the 
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E. F. W. Mackenzie 97 

mahseer fisherman? May it not be attributed to the somewhat legendary 
accounts of the tremendous fighting power of this fish and its ability to 
crush any but the strongest hooks specially manufactured from the heaviest 
gauge wire? These attributes have been handed down from book to book and 
are accepted by the majority of anglers possibly because there is no modern 
book on mahseer fishing written by an unbiassed angler experienced in all 
kinds of fishing. The mere acceptance of such hooks as necessary involves 
the use of heavy tackle since no light rod and line is capable of driving 
them home and the use of light tackle in conjunction with them would 
merely lead to the missing of fish after fish. Even on the heaviest gear the 
number of fish lost is out of all proportion to the number struck, and this 
in spite of tbe fact tbat the mabseer has a toothless mouth of tough leathery 
skin simply made for booking and holding. Added to this he takes with a 
great dash and, given a reasonable chance to do so, almost invariably hooks 
himself. He can crush hooks and even spoons when hooked sufficiently 
far back for tbe powerful pharyngeal teeth and crusbing pads to be brought 
into action. This armoury is situated well down in the pharynx about the 
level of tbe posterior margin of the preoperculum and in my experience it 
is only on very rare occasions that a fish is hooked sufficiently far back for 
such a situation to arise. Even supposing that I have been unusually 
fortunate, the number of fish lost through the crushing of spoons or hooks 
must be negligible compared to the very large number hit and missed 
through the use of very beavy hooks and tackle, which would undoubtedly 
have been taken on lighter gear. 

This crushing of hooks is, furthermore, practically confined to large fish 
and the use of the heavy tackle considered necessary to deal with them has 
brought about a feeling that smaller mahseer are scarcely worth bothering 
about. This is by no means the case and a fish of 10 or 15 pounds taken 
on suitable tackle frequently puts up a more spirited if not a longer fight 
than does one of 40 pounds or more. . 

As regards the figbting qualities, it must be remembered that the 
mahseer is normally taken in fast and frequently heavy water and that, 
unlike a salmon, bis first rush is almost invariably down stream. Any 
uncontrolled attempt to cbeck him then spells disaster as it would do with 
any other game fisb under similar circumstances. Once this rush is over 
he is soon brought to gaff, except only in the case of very large fisb which 
fight slowly. Why, tberefore, should not the mahseer be taken on light 
tackle equally as well as the salmon or any other game fish? This was my 
line of thought after several years of swinging a very heavy rod, missing 
many more fish than I hooked and nevertheless.Ianding certainly not fewer. 
than others fishing the same water. After careful consideration of all the 

. facts available I came to the conclusion that special heavy .tackle was 
unnecessary and that greater pleasure and possibly increased sport might 
result from a change over to lighter tackle. The result more than justified 
my most sanguine expectations. 
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98 Spinning for Mahseer 

Practically every fish which offers is now hooked and in two seasons' 
fishing only one fish of some hundreds landed has been lost through a 
break and that the result of bad management. 

The gear recommended is firstly a 10 to 11 foot spinning rod not more 
than 18 ounces in weight and with an easy action. Any good make of 
spinning reel to balance the rod is suitable provided it is fitted with a 
smoothly acting accessory brake the wearing parts of which can easily be 
replaced. 

This is most important as will be explained later and it is in the lack of 
,such a brake that most otherwise satisfactory reels fail. The line should 
be preferably of silk, but braided linen is cheaper and satisfactory if the 
greatest length in casting is not demanded. A breai,ing strain of 14 to 17 
pounds is ample provided the line a::ctually bas. tbatstrain under test. I 
personaliy start the season with 150 yards on the reel arid have up to the 
present found this more than sufficient though I would not advocate the 
use of less. Ordinary spoons of a size and weight usually employed are 
satisfactory provided they can be fished on this tackle. 

It was here that the first difficulty was encountered. A spoon of over 
two inches of the usual hog-backed or spoon shapes offered too much 
resistance in heavy water and the light tackle precluded the use of sufficient 
lead to fish deep. This difficulty was surmounted by the use of long 
narrow spoons varying in width and weight according to the weight of the 
water. These are easily sunk to any depth, spin well if correctly shaped 
and offer little resistance. 

All spoons, irrespective of size are mounted with two No. 8 trebles, 
ordinary gauge wire, in tandem on a flying mount. For preference I use 
a single wire trace of medium killin wire, not for greater strength, but' 
because sufficientstreilgth is obtainable in a gauge of wire which is to all 
intents and purposes invisible. One hears of manymahseer lost through 
broken steel traces and these cases are frequently advanced as evidence of 
the great power of the fish. . This is in noway the case. It is quite 
impossible to break a sound steel trace with any rod of reasonable power 
and breaks are invariably due to either a kink or a spot of rp.st. Therefore 
keep your roll of wire well oiled and renew your trace however slightly ,it 
may be damaged in landing a fish. This occupies no more than two or 
three minutes as no soldering is necessary. The fall of the wire need only 
be twisted eight or ten times round the standing end to make a neat and 
perfect join to spoon or swivel. Be careful also to ensure that the spoon 
is heavier than the lead to avoid kinks in casting. 

To deal now with the accessory reel brake. All the old books emphasize 
the necessity for a free-running reel and the certainty of disaster if a 
mahseer is. checked during its first dash down stream. As a result it is a 
common sight to see a mahseer of less than 10 pounds tearing away down 
stream, completely out of control until such a length of line has been taken 
that any change in direction on the part of the fish inevitably results in the 
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E. F. W . Mackel1zie 99 

line fouling weed or boulder and a consequent break. This seems to me to 
account for as large a proportion of lost fish as does undue excitement on 
the part of the angler. 

rl1he judicious use of a brake results in such a fish beillg checked in 
less than half the distance and in the fish being constantly under control. 
The run of even the largest fish can be modified in similar degree with 
perfect safety provided the brake is smooth and nerves are kept under 
sufficient control to permit of a strain suitable to the strength of the tackle 
being employed. 'rhe easy-actioned rod makes this easier than is the case 
with the short stiff rod so frequently seen. 

A very large mahseer taken on light gauge No. 8 treble hooks. 

W'ith the tackle and methods described above and fishing in several of 
the largest rivers of 'Northern India I have never yet broken in a fish 
although a few were lost through the straightening of poor quality hooks 
he fore a supply of known temper was received. Not only can tbe largest 
fisb he taken, as is proved by the landing of an eighty pounde, in very 
heavy water within fi fty yards of tbe place where it was booked, but all fish 
from four pounds upwards can be consistently booked and give excellent 
sport whereas on heavy gear the smaller ODes are Dot worth catching. A 
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100 Spinning for Mahseer 

gl'eat deal of sport and pleasure is thus added to the day. A numher of 
anglers wbo h~ve not tried the method argue that in a place where the 
fish cannot be followed a big ODe cannot be held against a heavy stream. 
The answer is that tackle wbich enables this to be done destroys the 
science and art of angling, detracts from the nnmber of fish taken and may 
never be necessary. As well use a powerful band-line on wbicb the fish 
can be hauled out. On many miles of water on small and large rivers I 
have only ollce encountered a place wbere I knew I could not deal with a 
large fish and which I particularly wanted to fish. 

I fished it o,nd took several fish up to ten pounds with greater satisfac
tion than I would have derived from hauling out Olle monster on heavy 
tackle. As tbe monster dirl not rnaterio,lize the advantage lay still further 
with tbe light tackle. In water wbere it is essential to follow a fish otber 

River Sutlej, Sirbiud Ca.ual, Headworks. Mabseer lie in numbers in the fast wa.ter comiDg 
through the regulators EIoud ca.n readily be taken on light tackle. 

than along the bank tbis can be <lone by employing a surnai or raft of 
inflated skins wbich also provides a readily available and deligbtful means 
of proceeding downstrea.m from pool to pool. 

A further advantage of the type of rod recommended lies in the fact 
that it can, especially if provided with a somewhat longer spare top, be 
used for fly and fly-spoon. I have made a most useful spinning rod of the 
type required hy cutting off a rew inches from one top of an old grilse fly 
rod. 

Only one other type of outfit then remains for tbe complete mahseer 
fisherman in Northern India, namely the stationary drum reel and tbread line 
rod. Tbis ontfit was at first regarded by mahseer fisbermen with amuse
ment bnt is now being used by an increasing number of anglers in N ortbern 
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India thougb its use appears to be largely confined to the smaller rivers. 
There is DO reason why this should be the case and I constantly use it on 
large rivers such as the Sutlej and Jumna. In view a! tbe somewhat heavy 
baits required I would recommend the salmon size reel. My own outfit 
consists of such a reel and a 7 [oat split cane rod weighing 50t ounces. 
The reel IS filled with over 100 yards of 7 pound silk line but I would 
recommend 9 pounds for tbe beginner. A 7 foot lengtb of 9 pound 
artificial gut spliced to tbe end of the silk line minimizes the wear III 

casting. A trace of artificial gut of 7 pounds is satisfactory and spoons up 
to 2 incbes can be fisbed. My spoons are mounted witb two fine wire 
trebles on a flying mount, No. 13 for small spoons, No. 11 for larger. 
These minute hooks sink into the fleshy mouth or lips and never let go. 
I will not attempt here to describe tbe method of fishing with this outfit 
since all I could say has been more ably set forth by lVIr. Alex ,Vanless in 

'Western Jumna. Ca.nal. Many mabseer ha.ve been taken from this fast wa.ter on threa.d liue. 

" The Angler and the Thread Line" and subsequent books published by 
Messrs. Herbert Jenkins. Suffice it to say that the method is eminently 
suitable for mah.eer fishing, gives greater sport in the running of a fish 
than any other and enables fish to be taken in conditions nnder wbicb they 
can be moved by no other method of spiuDing tbat I know. It must be 
understood that a fisb of any size cannot be held in a stream and it is 
therelore necessary that the angler sbould be able to follow bis fish for a 
reasonable distance by some means or other. 

I bave found, on the other band, that a mabseer is, for some reason or 
other, less liable to go offwith bis characteristic rush wben hooked on this 
tackle and that, if all strain is thrown off when the fish is considered to 
have gone far enongh, a manreUVl'e which the mechanism of most reels 
permits, it almost invariably stops and allows sufficient line for safety to be 
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102 Spinning for Mahseer 

recovered if this be done carefully and in a manner not calculated to alarm 
the fish. . 

I have now successfully landed a large number of mahseer up to 
15 pounds on this tackle with only one break and that due to gross 
mismanagement on my part. The sport in taking them has been incom
parably greater than would have been the case on any other tackle. The 
15 pound fish was taken in a heavy stream on the Jumna at a point where 
the river is over 100 yards wide. It crossed the main stream three times 
.and was easily enticed .back by careful handling, being killed in about 
fifteen minutes. It was necessary to land it on a steep gravel bank swept 
by the stream and this was accomplished without difficulty, but it is 
necessary to be sure that the fish is absolutely played out 'before attempting 
to hold it and to be sure that the line can run free in the event of its 
making another plunge. The mabseer's habit of lying quite still while 
being handled makes it the ideal fish for landing on thread ·line. I have 
taken no fish larger than 15 pounds on this ontfit only because no larger 
one has been hooked, but I see no reason wby fish of any size should not be 
landed successfully and in much shorter time than might be expected. 

The methods described in this article are not claimed to be either new 
or original and are practised in part no doubt by many anglers. Never
theless those one meets by the water invariably employ the older methods 
and I have been inspired in the writing of this article only by a desire to 
hand onto others knowledge which has so greatiy added to my own 
pleasure in angling in India. 
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